For Research purposes
PREFACE

The FN ENCYCLOPEDIA includes over 2200 FN articles originally published during 1977-82, including comments made by Dad & Maria pertaining to different situations. Top articles from all FN articles up to & including BOTM 2 (FN 52) have been reprinted in the FN ENCYCLOPEDIA.* In order to quickly & economically produce such a valuable large volume which includes so much material, it was necessary to reduce the original photo quality & size of text, which should, however, be sufficient for reference purposes.

A complete index to the FN ENCYCLOPEDIA may be found in the FINDEX section of the PUBDEX. In order to take full advantage of the material published in the FN ENCYCLOPEDIA, you must use it along with the FINDEX, as all articles in the FN ENCYCLOPEDIA are systematically categorised both by subject & by author in the FINDEX listing.

Have you ever wanted to read up on the RNR, or the FF Explosion in Tenerife? Or have you unsuccessfully tried to find a certain FN article, or just simply not had all the Mags needed to research a particular subject? Now with the FN ENCYCLOPEDIA & FINDEX, you can now do all this & more!

We pray this will be a helpful tool so that you can benefit from the high-quality material that the Family has written over the years.

(* With the exception of specialised non-news issues: True Komix FNs 19, 26, 29 & 31; Mobile Ministry FN 25; L. American edition FN 28; Flannelgraph FN 33.)